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INTRODUCTION

LEGAL CHALLENGES

With the rise of new technologies, the way individuals interface
with reality has significantly changed in the 21st century: Personal
data is constantly being gathered and transmitted by way of data
subjects’ mobile devices. Efforts of business operators to link
different sets of personal data “scattered” in the digital realm
have led to an increasing power imbalance between data
subjects and respective business operators. [1] Current
developments in the finance sector focus on the establishment of
secure, robust and persistent identifiers for customers. However,
technological, legal and ethical questions are still to be answered
concerning topics such as privacy, data protection, inclusivity,
human rights, and finally, human dignity. This is especially the
case in the finance sector, where private business operators play
an important role for the functioning of the economy and act,
partially, as agents of the state.

If a permissioned blockchain architecture is used as evidential
framework for customer onboarding in finance, legal challenges
arise from different factors: the specific properties of DLT as a
technical framework for identity management, the sensitivity of
the collected personal data, the extent to which it may be
processed and the qualification of financial services as essential
services, and the governance and trust frameworks in place for
sharing data, and ensuring proper legal liabilities and
accountabilities are maintained.
Main regulatory challenges:
• DLT infrastructure
• Allocation of legal responsibility to ensure fundamental
rights’ protection
• State supervision of financial institutions participating
in the network
• Mobile Devices as interfaces
• Ensure that consent is informed and freely given
• Central management of the users’ private keys by a
wallet operator entails security and privacy risks
• Human Dignity at Risk?
• Massive data collection through digital applications
entails the risk of permanent surveillance and thus
endangers the concept of human dignity as enshrined
in our liberal democratic society’s DNA

DLT AS ONBOARDING FRAMEWORK IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR
A Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) infrastructure provides an
architecture to store information regarding onboarded customers
of financial institutions in a transparent, tamper-resistant and
decentralized way. [2] Due to its distributed character, the ledger
is highly resilient to cyberattacks as stored data is distributed
across multiple nodes. [3] In the finance sector, DLT can be used
as an evidential framework for attested credentials issued by
financial institutions in regard to personal data collected from
financial institutions’ customers. The processing of personal data
is based on the obligations to “Know Your Customer”, laid down
in Anti-Money Laundering Law. The potential of DLT is to put the
financial services user in control of their own personal data and
thus, their digital identity. [4]
THE MOBILE DEVICE AS INTERFACE
Acting as a gateway to the digital domain, the mobile phone is an
important tool for financial service providers to mitigate security
concerns. Financial service providers are motivated to mitigate
security risks through data-led techniques including locationbased tracking, network log analysis, and biometric
authentication, and potentially extending measures to include
analysis of mobile phone or social network usage, messages and
behavioural biometrics. [5] In order for customers to prove that
certain credentials have been issued and stored on the blockchain,
public key infrastructure may be used. The management of the
users‘ private keys in these systems are often left to wallet
providers, which constitutes a single point of failure. [6] Moreover,
in most cases the users will access the blockchain by using an
application on their mobile phone. Since digital applications
enable the invisible and multi-faceted collection of the device
users’ data, their use can create delicate privacy issues. [7]
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CONCLUSION
Although the idea to grant the customer more control over their
personal data can benefit from distributed ledger technology, the
legal framework has yet to evolve in order to ensure adequate
protection of the customer against an infringement of their
fundamental rights. There might even have to be a change in
current interpretation of fundamental rights – leaving behind a
strictly formalistic approach and turning towards a more holistic
understanding of the concept of human dignity at the very heart
of a free and democratic society.
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